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Abstract. The use of formal designs of languages as language definitions is desc.-ibed. From such 
definitions more typical language definitions can be derived. Also, unlike typical language 
definitio.,s, formal designs can easily be manipulated into designs for other languages for the 
same underlying domain. Unlike the traditional definition of a language given as a syntax and 
semantics, a definition by abstract design is inuertible, meaning that one can use it to map evaluated 
meanings to terms in the language, as well as for the more usual task of mapping terms in the 
language to evaluated meanings. 
In the common sense of the expression, the “design of programming languages” 
is not a subject for mathematical treatment, since it is intimately tied to psychological 
phenonema such as creativity and insight, which are difficult to formalize. Our 
knowledge of design principles has always remained in the realm of ad hoc advice 
and rules of thumb [Sl 6,13,8,3]. Design principles for languages and other complex 
software systems are so often expressed in the form of humor or epigrams that it 
seems as if this is the only way that knowledge about design can be conveyed among 
researchers. Unlike syntax and semantics, design is an aspect of programming 
languages that has not been treated formally with any success. 
Yet such a formal treatment would have benefits. For example, every language 
choice is simply one of many that could have been made. Other choices would have 
produced other languages with more or less the same efIectiveness. Every language 
is “surrounded” by obvious and not so obvious alternatives which have slightly 
. . 
difkiefit pilEzii;fCS Of construction. Yet a semantics gives us little clue as to what 
these other alternatives are. The goal of this paper is to give part of this “surround” 
of a language some formal basis so that alternatives can be explored. Also, as a 
device for language definition, formal design will be shown to be more informative 
than typical syntax/semantics definitions. 
In Section 2, some preliminary material from algebra and denotational semantics 
is presented; Section 3 contains an introduction to abstract 
some simple d.esign transformations; Sections 5 and 6 contain furtairer tra 
tions; Section 7 describes an important property of abstract design--na 
invertibility of language definitions given by 
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T~~rougtlout the remainder of this paper we will assume that the reader Es familiar 
with context-free grammars, denotational semantics, the fundamentals of many- 
sorted algebras, and , in particular, with the correspondence between many-sorted 
algebras and language definitions given as context-free grammars with attached 
semantic rules. See 612, G] for details. I will briefly summarize the material relevant 
to this paper. 
A context grammar is given by a tuple (N, T, S, P), where N is a set of nonterminai 
symbols, T is 2 set of terminal symbols, S is a distinguished nonterminal called the 
start symbol and P is a set of productions, each of the form A -+ cu, where A E N, 
and CY E (N u T)*. Given a &notational definition of a language in which semantic 
rules are attached to each production and domain equations are given for each of 
the nonterminals, we can associate this definition with a many-sorted algebra, as 
follows. First, we can define the signature of the algebra, (S, 0, P’), where S is the 
set of sort names, 0 is the set of operator names, and F gives the functionality of 
the operators. Let S = N and let 0 = R Define F as follows. For any p E P, where 
p=A-+u,A, CQA~...~~A~CY~+,, with CY+ T*, 16<k+l, and Aie N, W&k, 
let F(p)=A,xA,x* l . x Ak + A. I%ow that the signature has been defined we can 
define the full algebra by noting that the domain equations in the denotational 
specification will give the carriers of the sorts corresponding to each ndnterminal. 
Finally, the semantic rule attached to each production gives the interpretation of 
the corresponding operation in the algebra. In the remainder of this paper we use 
the identity of context-free grammars with many-sorted algebras as the basis for 
abstract design. 
Although technically speaking we have identified operations in the algebra with 
productions in. the grammar, we will consistently use a minor variation on this naming 
scheme. Rather than use the standard form for a context-free production rule, 
A+a,A, ~Y~A~...cY~A~cQ+,, as described above, we will treat this production as 
it would be treated in an abstract syntax as A-, W~ a2.. , CQ+,( Al AZ.. . _4,J. That 
is, we will group the terminals in front treating that string as the name of the operation 
corresponding to the production. The usual form for a context-free rule will be 
A+op(A,Az.._ Ak), in which all of the terminal symbols are grouped together as 
“op”. Whenever it is convenient, however, we will revert to the standard form of a 
context-free production. This transition frolm abstract syntax to concrete 
causes no problems, since it makes no difference in the underlying a?,-@ra 
syntax 
. 
eople are very familiar wit language definitions that come in the form 
for 
sara 
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design and understand it instantly. To that end, abstract design will be presented 
here as a collection of transformations that can be performed on a standard language 
definition to get a new standard definition. Since at any point of design the designer 
always has a standard definition, no one who understands uch definitions can fail 
to understand abstract design. Indeed, the role of abstract design can be summarized 
as follows: If we imagine a language designer working by creating one definition 
of a language after another, then it will be clear that some of the languages in this 
sequence are closely related, Rather than having to struggle with defining each new 
language “from scratch” the designer would often like to indicate very simply how 
the current language was designed by some change to the previous ianguage. At 
that point +he designer would like to be able to say, “Do the obvious”, and have 
the definition of the new language be derived automatically. The goa’P of abstract 
design is to capture these obvious changes and make them available to language 
designers as transformations that c8n be applied to language definitions. The 
significance of this is that such transformations constitute a novel, powerful form 
of language definition. 
Consider the following situation. You are designing a language, and have reached 
the point of formalizing the language with a symax and semantics. The syntax is a 
set of context-free production rules, to which semantics has been attached in the 
usual way. To use a trivial example, suppose this is your language: 
Exp + Boo1 
11 t n 
Boo1 ---) true 
If 1 a se 
] or( Bool, Bool) 
{ M[ Exp] = M[ Bool]} 
{ M[ Exp] = M[ Int]} 
{ M[Bool] = A4[ true] = true} 
{ M[ Boo11 = M[.false] = false} 
{ M[ Boo11 = M[or]( M[ Bool,], M[ Bool,]) 
where M[ or]( b, c) = if b = true or c = true 
then true else false> 
(M[Int] = MIO] = 0) 
{M[Int]= M[l]=l} 
{ M[ Int] = M[+]( M[ Int,], M[ Int,]) 
where M[+](i,j) = if i = 1 and j = 1 then 1 
else ifi==O aradj=O then 0 eke I) 
The semantic domains are 
Exp = [ Boo1 + Int], Boo,3 = (true, false}, IpZt = {0,1}. 
Wow, suppose you are interested in what o r sorts of langua es you might be 
able to use to express more or less the same ng* This is a vague term, but it is 
part of the !~nefit of p&tract design that it ;,~uL - +! ;~lllow the desig er to experiment 
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with designs, so vagueness is not to be shunned; the important thing will be to end 
up with a precise definition of the designed language. For example, you might 
wonder what the effects would be of merging Boo1 and Int into one nonterminal. 
To this end you might create another grammar in which you merge the two 
nonterminals: 
Exp-, true 
.I- a se 
IO 
II 
I 04 Exa, EXP) 
: .?-q E:p] = M[ true] = true) 
{ N[ Exp] = M[ false] = false} 
{ N[ Exp] = M[O] = 0) 
{N[Exp]= M[l]= 1) 
CNl-&PI = ~b~lUW~~,l, W%pzl) 
*where IV[orjjb, c) = IJ b and c E (true, f&e) 
Iher? Aa[;:;g?, c) else I_‘f 
(N[z~p] = N[+]( N[Exp,], N[ExpJj 
where N[+]( 6, c) = if b and c E {O, 1) 
then M[-k]( 6, c) else I} 
The semantic domain is 
Exp = {true, false, 0, I, I}. 
The semantics of the first language is given by the function M, whereas the 
semantics of the second language is given by the function N. Notice that N[or] 
and N[+] use M[or] and M[+], respectively, in their definitions. 
In the second language distinctions drawn in the first are ignored, particularly 
the distinction between M’s and Bool’s. So, +( true, 0) is an expression of the second 
language, but not the first. The meaning of such expressions in the second language 
is a semantic error, whereas in the first language such expressions would be syntax 
errors. In order to go from the first definition to the second one would have to write 
out the productions of the second by hand and attach semantics to each production 
rule, also by hand. Of course one would use the information from the first grammar 
in an informal sense, but the writing of the two definitions is independent. 
It is obvious that it does not have to be independent, however. 0.~ can easi’ly 
see that, if it were possible to indicate that we wished to alter the cGgi:A definition 
by merging the Int and Boo1 nonterminals, it should be simple to attach semantics 
to the new productions in an obvious way, automatica&“. This is the central observa- 
tion of abstract design; what we indicate informally in English by saying that we 
“merge the two nonterminals” actually corresponds to a well-defined procedure for 
altering the original syntax rules and t eir attached semantics. Suppose, for insta 
that we indicate the deske to merge two nonterminals by simply juxtaposing their 
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names. The idea is that instead of a language designer being forced to vqrite the 
entire second definition from scratch, all that is really required is that he or she write 
IntBool ---) 
upon which the following will be automatically produced: 
IntBool --, true 
If 1 a se 
IO 
ii 
1 or( IntBool, IntBool) 
I+( IntBool, IntBool) 
{ N[ IntBool] = M[ true]} 
(N[IntBool] = 
(N[IntBool] = 
{ N[ IntBool] = 
(N[IntBool] = N[or] 
( N[ IntBool,], N[lntBool,]) 
where N[or](h, c) = $b md c’ ti Bool 
then M[or]( b, c) else 1) 
(N[ IntBool] = N[+] 
( N[ IntBool,], N[ IntBool,]) 
where N[-?-](b, c) = if b and CE Int 
then M[+l(b, c) else 1) 
The semantic domain is 
IntBool= Int + Boo1 + (I). 
ln this way, abstract design is a method for operating on language definitions to 
produce new language definitions. Of course, all of the usual manipulations of 
grammars are available to the designer as well One could certainly add a new 
production and attach the semantics to it by hand. For the remainder of this paper, 
though, -vve will ignore this kind of manipulation, simply because it is outside of 
our concerns. 
In this section we wil! present a portion of language design which ca 
by simple structural manipulation of an algebra presented as a gra 
semantics. In this 
indicated by making some change in a 
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reader prefers, he or she can think of abstract design as a system of transformation 
rules applied to the underlying algebras, since that is indeed what it is. 
Q (addition of derived operator). Take any production with semantics 
&b Lw4 = MbP.luw ,I, WI&, * l ” , 
Cj 1)” is derivable from B1, and “op2( Q , . . . , Dj2)” is 
“opk( E,, . . . , Ejk)” is derivable from &. Then we 
can write a new uction, A - oplop2. . . opk( Cl 9=**9 C’. Dl,a..,Diz, 51, 
llowing semantics will be automatically attached to 
the production: M[A] = N[opop,op2. . . opk]( M[ Cl], . . . , M[ Cjl], M[ 011,. . . , 
M[ DjJ, . l v 9 M[ El], l . l 3 hl’[ E;.ki)g where, Nli”PoP10P2 9 l l oPkI(c* 9 l l l 9 cjl 9 
d l,*=*,dj2,*=~,el,.*=,~jk)= [op](M[~p~](cl, l - 0 9 Ci I), M[op2](dl, l l l 9 dj2)v 
. . . , MbpJ(el 9 l l l 9 ejk)). 
poly (making an operation polyadic). The idea here is that we often have an 
operation which we would like to iterate the use of. This transformation constructs 
an iterated version of an operator from a “n~xmal” version. Suppose we have a 
production 
A~OP(B~,B2,***,Bj-,,A,Bj+l,*~~,Bk) 
with associated semantic rule, 
MIA1 = M[oPI(M[B,I, M[%I9 l l l 3 M[Bj-lI, MIA], nf[Bj+lI, - l l 3 M[Bk]) 
Suppose A appears exactly once on the right-hand side of the production. Then 
adding the production 
A + OP(((B, 3 B29 l l l 9 B,-l>)A((B’+lv l l l 3 B/c))) 
results in the following changes to the definition. We add the following produc- 
tions. Note that the “5” operator is concatenation. 
(BL,B~,~.*,B~-~?~-B,, Bz,*-*, Bj-l,((BI, Bz***=, Bj-1)) 
{NL((Blv 8329 l l l 3 Bj-l)]=’ 
wxwB11, l l l 9 M[ Bj-ll, N[i( B1 9 B29 l * l 9 Bj-l))l) 
where N[,](b,, . . . ,4-l 3 I) = b,§ l l l $bj_,$E} 
I 
{ N[(( B, , BZ, . . . , Bj-I))] = empty list} 
wJ+/, 9 Bj+2, . l l 9 Bk))- B’+l9 Bj+29. l l 9 Bk(Bj+l9 -Bj+29 l l l 9 Bk)) 
{N[((Bj+l9 Bj+29 l l l 9 Bk))]= 
N[9I(M[Bj+lI, l l l 9 M[BkI9 N[(( +19**99 Bk))]) 
[,](bj+, 9.. . , bk, lj = bj+,$ l l l §bk§!} 
I 
{ isf} 
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The rule 
A -3 op,W4 9 &9 = l l 9 sj-JWoj+* 9 l - l 9 &N 
is added *with the following semantics attached to it: 
MIA1 = N[~P~I(N[(B, 3 B29 l 0 l 3 Bi-l))I, MIIAI, M[(B’+, 3l l l 3 B/c))]) 
where 
N[ opJ(Zist, , a, list,) = if list, and list, not empty then 
N[opJ tail( list,), Mop(jkst( fist,), a,jirst( list,)), tail( list,)) 
else if list, and list, empty then a, else I 
The domain for A is changed by adding 1 to the original domain. The domains 
for (( B1, B2, . . . , Bj-1)) and (( Bj+i , . . . , Bk)), are ListOf B, , B; , . . . , Bj-1 and ListOf 
Bj+i 3 l l = 9 Bk, respectively. More will be said about these “ListOf’ domains in 
Sections 4.1 and 7. 
e (renaming an operation or sort). To do this, a designer would merely 
change the name of the operation as it appears in the current definition. This 
could be a change of text, or a rearrangement of text, as in making a prefix 
operator into an infix operator. 
remove (removal of an operation or sort). This is indicated by deleting it from the 
set of productions. If the object to be removed is an operation there is no problem. 
If the object to be removed is a sort, then all operations using the sort as source 
or target are removed as well. 
4.1. Example: a convenient notation for a set data type 
Even though the rules given in the prcvio~z sectloll are very simple, we can design 
interesting languages with them alone. 
Consider the following domain: 
Set - empty { M[Setj - ..?&[errzp:yJ) 
1 addint(lnt, Set) {M[Set] = n/a[addiratj(M[lnt], M[Set]) 
where M[ addint]( i, s) = {i} LJ s> 
In? ---, 0 
11 
I . e . (aad so on) 
This domain presents sets of integers to u fairly straightforwar 
that it requires a rather cumbersome nota e used to build u 
“addb~t(4, addlnt(3, a~d~~t( 1, empty)))“. 
9 operator “{ ; 999 writing “{4,3, 1) 
f the desired 13 
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The first change is to indicate that “addint” 
the production Set --, addint( In?, Set) to Set + 
the additioir of the productions 
1. UnO PWnOl= 
is to be made polyadic by altering 
addint(((lnt)), Set), which results in 
The 
Set --, 
Ptl, NW~t)>l) 
where N[,]( i, I) = i 0 1 (i concatenat 
{ N[(( Int))] = { emptylist}) 
reduction with associated semantics is also added: 
addint,(((Int)), Set) { M[Set]= 
N[addint,,]( N[((lnt))], M[Set]) 
where N[addint,]( 2, s)= 
if 1 is empty list then s 
else N[ addint,]( tail( 1), M[addint](Jirst( I), s))} 
The second step is to specialize this polyadic addint operation to a derived operator 
as in 
Set-, addint,(((Int)), empty) {M[Set] = N[addint,](N[((Int))], N[empty]) 
where N[ addint,]( 1, s) = 
if 1 is empty list then s 
else N[addint,]( tail( I), M[ addint]($rst( I), s))} 
The third step is to rename the operation to outfix ,,( )“, as in: 
Set --, {((Int))} { M[Set]= 
Nbddint,l( NKVnO~l, Nkmptyl) 
where N[addint,](l, s)= 
if 1 is empty list then s 
else N[ addint,,]( tail( I), M [ addint](Jirst( I), s))) 
‘Notice that in the renamed version of the operation the “empty” and “addint” 
are gone, but the semantics of this new, out-fix “{ }” operation still reflects the 
semantics inherited from the language which had “addint” and “empty”. 
Under what circumstances would one realistically be called upor to create such 
a design? One does ‘t is sort of thing every time one wants tr: 2~ !,‘O on abstract 
data types in a program. The standard device for extending the I/O notation is 
simply to add functions such as “readset”, and “writeSet”. This is not a good 
solution since it requires that the programmer attend to all the details of an interpreter 
and un-interpreter, which is what read and write routines are. In the design above, 
nition was arrive at were trivial. 
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Looking over the design trans%r mations presented so far, one might wonder 
where the semantics for the newly introduced constructs come from. Notice that 
some new operations (such as renanred operations) adopt their semantics directly 
from objects in the original semantl;c domain. ut in all other cases, the original 
semantic domain does not contain appropriate semantics for the new operations. 
The new language has to be interpreted in a new algebra, based on the old algebra, 
but an extension of it. Although we have been, and will continue to be, slightly 
informal about this, there is no harm done. All of the extra semantic machinery 
that is introduced in order to build a correct interpretation for the new operation 
is safe. It is a/ways possible to add a derived operator to an algebra, it is always 
possible to make lists of any object, and so one. We will return to this topic of the 
language of the new semantics in Section 7. 
4.2. Example: a language for a stack machine 
Consider the language definition given below for a simplified stack machine: 
Int -0 
11 
I . . . 
1 top (Stack) 
Stack -3empty 
Ipush( Int, Stack) 
1 add (Stack) 
{M[ lnt] = M[O]} 
{M[Int] = M[l]} 
(and so on) 
{ M[Int] = M[ top]( M[Stuck]) 
where bPlW =jMdI 
{MEStack] = M[empty]} 
{M[Stack]= M[push](M[Int], 
where M[ptish](i, s) = i 8 s) 
{M[Stack] = M[add]( 
where M[add](s)= 
if 14 22 
then (jirst( s) +jirst( tail(s))) 8 s, else _t-} 
with semantic domains 
Int = integers + I, Stack = lists of i 
The operation Push takes an integer a 
takes a list and 
14 l_. mkdk} 
Suppose we want a language for this domain, but we are not interested in 
representing al2 of the complexity of the domain structure in the language. For 
example, suppose that we are only interested in expressing “efficient” additions in 
the language. That is, we want a language in which we can indicate that we would 
like to add the inte ers that we push onto the stack. We are not interested in just 
pushing integers onto the stack without adding them. Even though the original 
domain has a fairly complex structure, we are able to come up with a simple language 
to represent it, given that we are interested in capturing limited activities in the 
domain. 
Summarizing some detail s, the first step in the design of this .qew language is to 
add the production Int -+ tor( gdd ( push ( Int, 3 push ( Ira t_ , empty)))). The second step _ 
is to rename this operation “+“, and make it infix. The third step is to remove the, 
now inessential, sort Slack by deleting the productions with Stack on the left-hand 
side. After these three steps have been taken the language for the algebra will have 
this grammar with associated “emantics: 
Int + 0 (M[Int] = 0) 
11 {M[Int] = 1) 
I . . . (and so on) 
1 Int, + Znt, {M[Znt]= 
NCto~(ad4 pushk PUNY, ewty)))MW?ntA M[Wl) 
where N[top(add(push(x, push(y, empty))))](i, j)= 
M[topl(M[a~~dl(M[pushI(i, M[ptlsh](j, M[empty]))))} 
Notice that this is just the language one would want to doing simple additions, 
whether on a stack machine or not. Also notice that *‘+” has its usual definition, 
though of course it is defined in te:ms of additions on a stack machine. 
Two ruies are introduced in this section, the first in outline and the second in detail. 
The first is a merging ruie (to be called ge) which allows the designer to merge 
together sorts-and possibly operations -in the original algebra. FCC instance, the 
rst example given in this paper, in Section 3, is an example of rl;le.*_rring. 1 will not 
discuss merging further here, since it is fairly simple and direct in concept. Merging 
is discussed in mLch more detail in [I]. 
The second rule all 
the objects and func 
arrays. 
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sense, since it might involve pictures, icons, interactive dialogues, and so on. 
whatever the scheme, whether ‘“standard” or otherwise, one common element would 
pervade all of these designs. It is that you as the designer would determine critical 
aspects of the representation scheme by your choice of the way in which the user 
is required or allowed to fix information about the arrays. IVIust he user fix the size 
of the array before assigning any value to it? At what point of evaluation must the 
size be fixed? T ese concerns over the stages of prese n of information about 
objects are per sive in languages. The splitting rule allows the designer to 
express these decisions in a very abstract way. 
Splitting is indici;ted in a grammar ule by placing a downward arrow, 1, next to 
a nonterminal on the right-hand side of a production. This indicates that the term 
derived from the nonterminal, and the information contained in its meaning, do 
not appear in the language, but rather appear in a companion language. For example, 
suppose we have a production: 
A~Q~(B~B~*~~Bj~~~ Bd {MEA1 = W3~l(~[B,1, W&l,. . . , Ml?%])} 
Now, suppose we attach a downward arrow to Bj, indicating that the term derivable 
from Rj should be removed to a companion language: 
A*o~(BIB~.-.J Bj... Bk) 
This has the following effects. The altered production with the downward arrow is 
replaced by 
A* 0p(BlB2 m l . Bj-13 Bj+l l l . Bd iMi.4 = M3~lWi3,1, M?%l, . . .v MC&I)} 
where N[op]( 6, , . . l vbj-1vbj+l,*.*vbk)= 
Ab.6 E Bj + 
Now take any other production that uses A on the right-hand side: “C + 
op(D,. . .A.. . 4) VW-1 = MbplWP,], - [ DJ )}“. The prob- 
lem with such productiolrs is thb;i the type of “ t hd changed, since 
now it is not necessarily in the original domai ht, instead, be in the 
domain [ Bj --, A]. TO accommodate this possibility, we only need to alt 
“M[op]” in the above antic rule to “NLop]” where, 
[ Bj ---* A] then x6. opl(4,. . . , a(b), . . . , d,,h else 
is the old semantic domain for e new domain 
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and P is the set of all productions in the original gram 
nonterminal in appearing on the left-hand side. All domain defi 
e split rule induces an extra “stage” int 
by delaying full eva 
expression in its 26 
OUIXLS - 1 
12 
I . . . 
Array? - make 
[make Array](b)= 
hi.OsiGJ ‘0,-U 
Iupdate(Int,, Int2, Array) {M[Array]= 
Int --j value(Array, Int) 
lo 
I1 
I . . . 
with semantic domains 
Int = integers + i, 
M[ update]( M[ Int,], M[ Int2], 
MrArraYll) 
where M[ update]( i, j, a)= 
if a(i) = I then a, else, a[i t-j]) 
{ M[Array] = M[value] 
UWArrayl, NW) 
where M[ value](a, i) = a(i)} 
{ M[ Int] = M[G] = 0) 
{ M[ Znt] = M[l] L-= l} 
(and so oial 
Bounds = positive integers, Array = [ Int - Int]. 
omain of nonterminal Bounds is some set of suitable bounds for an array. 
o be specific we wil ake it to be the set of positive integers. The domain of 
ounds to the set of integers, 
of the ~o~terminal Int is t 
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integers with 1. All O- y operators have their 
makeArray takes a bou as an argument and pro 
the value 0 for all arguments in the domain (0,. . . , bound}, and which maps all 
arguments greater than bound to 1. The function Update takes two integers and 
an array as arguments. It produces as a result the array which is identical to the 
argument array, except that it changes the value of the mapping at the value of the 
first integer argu ent to be the value of the second integer argdmrnt. If the first 
integer argument not in the domain of the finite mapping, t result is the original 
array. The function Value t+3 an array an returns the value of 
the array at the value of the integer, if it is in its domain. It returns I otherwise. 
age for this domain with “dynamic” arrays will now be designed. That 
is, the values for the bounds of the arrays will not be represented in the language. 
Rrther, the bounds information is split into another language which must then be 
paired with this one in order to give a complete representation for the original 
domain of arrays. 
Were is a design for a language with dynamic arrays. Bounds information is split 
by altering the “makeArray” production to read 
Array --, makeArray(JBounds) 
This produces the following results in the language definition: 
Array --, makeArray { M[ Array] = N[Array] 
where N[ Array] = 
Ab.M[makeArray](b) 
1 update( In?,, In?,, Array) ( [Array] = N[update] 
wher&p N[ update]( i,j, a) = 
if a E [Bounds ---, Array] then 
M[update](i, j, a(b)) 
else, M[update](i, j, a)) 
lo 
II 
I . . . 
In?+ value(Array, Int) 
where N[value](a, i)= 
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To be assured of the correctness of this definition the reader should try evaluating 
the meaning of the program te(3,4, makeArra>?))“, with respect to 
the companion program “3”, to see that it does evaluate to 4. 
tely” language? This sort of question does not really have a s 
ur purposes we will consider a language to be stately if programs 
in the language have the form of a sequence of instructions t1lat change the state 
of some underlying object ich is not itself represe (ted in 
In order to be a candidate for stateliness, an algebra (as 
must have a sort that is treated in a stately fashion. An example of stateliness would 
be the sort Array i the array language given in Section 5.1. It is stately because 
all of the operations take at most one array as an argument. Any sort that has this 
property is stately. An example of nonstateliness would be the sort Int irn the same 
language, and i ndeed it does not match our intuition that Int would be stately. 
The transformation that produces stateliness will be called state. Let A be a 
nonterminal that we choose to make stately. We will assume that it satisfies the 
stately criterion given above. To indicate that A is to be treated as an underlying 
state in the language, simply take any production with A on the left, “A ---, a”, and 
decorate the left-hand A with a downarrow, “&A + d’. This results in the following, 
automatic changes to the language definition. 
Each production of the form “A ---) op( C, . . . A. . . Cj )“, with associated semantic 
rule M[A] = M[op]( M[ C& . . . , M[A], . . . , M[ Cj]), is removed, and a new pro- 
duction is added which has a right-hand side identical to the first, except that A 
has been removed: 
Comm * op(C, -. . Cj> {M[Comm] = N[op](M[C,], . . . , M[Cj]), where 
N[oP](c,,. l l y Cj)=Aa. [Op](C,,. *.,a, . . ..Cj)} 
production of the form “B ---) op( Cl . . . A * . . Cj )“, with associated semantic 
[B] = M[op](M[C,], . . . f M[A], o . . , M[ C; I), is removed, and a new pro- 
duction is added which has a right-hand side identical to the first, except that A 
has been removed: 
Comm -+ op(C, . . . Ci) {N[BComm]= N[op]( [Cl,. . , !tiiCj]), where 
N[oP](c, 9 l l - 3 Cj ) = Aa. [Op](Cl,...,a, . . ..Cj)} 
is production is added: 
m --+ ;( COmmi, CO!??_??22) { 
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Notice that this amounts to a “built-in” direct semantics for stateliness in the 
new language, but that is adequate here, since the stateliness rule introduces 
nothing that would require a continuation-style semantics. 
One production of the followi ng kind is added for each nonterminal appearing 
on the left-hand side of a production from the second case above. 
P?og -+ ;( Comm, 
[ Comm]( Initial )) 
where Initial is Q value in that 
must be set by the designer.) 
These new productions work as follows. Programs in the new language consist 
of a sequence of commands which alter the underlying state. The last statement 
in any program is a “BCGmm” which produces a value of sort “ 
current state. 
For domains we have: Comm = [A-, A], BComm = [A -+ B], Prog = 
[B,+ B,+e - l + BJ, where each Bj is the left-hand side of a production from the 
second case above. 
All other productions remain unchanged. The new start symbil for the grammar 
is “Prog”. Notice that the designer must fill in a definition for the Initial A object 
in the “Prog” production 
These changes capture the transformation of the program into a stately language 
for the underlying sort in the following way. The changes of the first type change 
all the operations which produce an object of type A and make them into commands 
which take an object of type A as an argument and produce an object of type A 
as result. Changes of the second type alter all of the operations which produce 
information about the underlying state, but do not change it, into commands whicik 
are typed by the sort of information they produce. The third change introduces a 
production that allows commands to be sequenced. The fourth change sets the 
overall structure of a program to be a sequence of co mands, followed by a typed 
command. 
6.1. Example: stately arrays 
Although we designed a “dynamic” language for the array algebra in Section 5.1, 
there is a very obvious sort of language that we did not design. t is the language 
in which, instead of writing 
value(update(5,2, update(3,4, makeArray(IO 
we would write the “stately” version of this, namely, 
rray( 10); update(3,4); up 
ere is the simple design for this sta 
L. Brudey 
with a downward arrow: 
h 
( =.N 
f23(i,j)= 
1 ounds]= 
12 
. . . (andsoon) 
-+ 
I . . . (and so on) 
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7. 
At the very start of m esign we indicated that one of its 
major achievements is t as a definition of a 
language, and that this definition is more i mative than the standard definition 
through syntax and semantics. One of the ways it is more informative is that abstract 
design embeds the language 
as has been shown by the exa 
e informative is that it ca 
in solving the opp 
ulty is that, once evaluat 
expression repres 
operations, the sa 
phic. But once evaluated, this similarity vanishes because the semantic functions 
themselves are not required to Se “syntax-directed”. 
What is the significance of this inability to “invert” interpretation? Theoretic 
it is interesting because inverse interpretation is a form of program design. 
problem of constructing programs from meanings is the fundamental problem of a 
language user. It is also of interest in view of the obvious connection to work in 
program transformations and novel approaches to language definition [2,?, 10,l I]. 
A concrete argument for the usefulness of inverting interpretations comes from 
the problem, mentioned above, of developing a mechanism for defining I/Q on 
abstract data types. Traditionally, programmers have had to supply their own “‘read” 
and “write” routines for each type, which amount to an interpreter and “inverse” 
interpreter, respectively. The problems with this approac are that it immerses the 
programmer in constructing these interpreters by hand--- ich is a task they should 
be spared-and that these two are independent; they do not necessarily compose 
to the identity function. If the definition of a language for input is given as an 
abstract design, then it is possible to use this same design to build the “un-interpreter” 
that maps the internal form to the output form. This i recisely what is not 
with the usual approag -a “read” function for an a 
define the “write” function. 
The major result to be discussed in 
it is possible to construct a program wit 
of this result, we will brielly discuss its s 
for abstract design. The reason why evaluat 
antic evaluation loses struct 
es 
2.2 L. Bradley 
design, however, the efinition is in the form of a detailed description o 
structure of the semantic domain is reflected in the structure of the language for 
the domain. 
Secondly, recall that every abstract design starts with a stan 
definition in terms of a syntax and semantics. Whatever problems of invertibility 
exist for this definition will exist for the language that results from the abstract 
design. Abstract design can not solve problems it inherits. This is not as much of a 
drawback as it ight seem. In a “fully” abstract design the goal would be to start 
the design with a semantic domain whose structure was fundamental. 
Before showing that an abstract design definition is an inv ibCe definition, sqme 
points need clarification. The first concerns the notion of t ‘language of seman- 
tics”, touched upon in Section 4.1. Notice that all language definitions specify 
meaning by using a notation for the semantics. Formal, recise semantics can not 
be done without such a notation. 
Also note that each operation in the semantic: notation represents a function. 
When the function is applied the result is a (partially) evaluated meaning, which 
is represented in a notation again, possibly different from the previous semantic 
notation. As a practical matter, at each step of evaluation the (partially) evaluated 
meaning must be represented in some notation. At any step of evaluation we could 
“freeze” certain operations in the current semantic notation, and agree that frozen 
operators are not to be further evaluated. If we do that and we evaluate an expression 
so that only frozen operators are left in the representation of its meaning, then we 
say that evaluation of the expression is complete with respect o the frozen operators. 
For example, it is common to identify domains in a denotational definition, such 
as In? or Bool, as “basic” domains whose structures are not further examined. The 
idea of invertibility is to be able to go from the representation of the evaluated 
meaning of an expression (with respect to some set of frozen operations) back to 
some expression (in the original language) that has that meaning. In a standard, 
denotational definition of a language the deeper evaluation goes, the harder inverti- 
bility becomes. It will be shown below that this is not the case for definitions given 
as abstract designs. 
Given a design of a language, L,, from another language, L, 
I 
11 - I 
L++ L*Iz‘Lp..L,,_I---- L, 
where each ti is one of erge, split.. state, the tuple 
(L,, WZ*** tri) is a definition of L, by design from L,. 
. A function is frozen in a semantic evaluation if its name is taken as 
an uninterpreted symbol. 
ints of terminology 
the following, the ter “the meanings of 0 erations in L are frozen” wiil be 
] is frozen for all oj+s in L. ho, for any langldage 
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language “ ” is the language obtained from L by replacing op by [op], for all 
operations. 
If we freeze the starting language of a design, then the evaluated form of any 
expression in a designed language will either be 1 (in the case that the expression 
is meaningless in the starting language), or it will an expression in the starting 
language (this is the case that no lit rule was used), or it will be an expression 
of the form “A tiar.~“, et is an expression from the starting language 
(this is the case that a ore precisely, we have the following 
claim. 
fl 
t2 C&&r 7.3. Let L, --+ L2 w Ls...L - %-’ ,, 1 + L, be a design of language L, from 
L, . If the meanings of all operations in L, are frozen, then the evaluated meaning of 
any L, term with respect to the frozen operations is a term in the language, expanded 
ML, , given by the following grammar: 
I _L 
roof. The proof is by examination of the operations in the extended language in 
which ML1 is embedded in order to give semantics to L,. The possible new 
operations, which can be obtained by referring to the transformation rules, are 
various list building operations; boolean operations for checking for the empty list, 
and for checking to see if an object is in a specific domain; conditionals of the form 
“if boo1 then l else 9” (where the 4 are expressions from ML! : or J_); and the error 
value, A_. Notice that all of these extra operations disappear in the evaluation of the 
expression- leaving an ML, term- since they are all static. There are two exceptions 
to this. One is the case where an expression evaluates to A_. The other is the case 
of any expression of the form A var.‘. These expressions are introduced by the s 
design rule, and can not be reduced until they are applied to an expression in the 
companion language. Therefore, every evaluated L, term will be in the expanded 
ML, language as indicated. q 
So far, we have shown that the evaiuated form of the semantics for any L, 
expression will be an expanded ML, expression in the sense of the previ 
Next we will show that it is always possible to do inverse inte 
an expanded l expression, 1, to an L, term which has ev 
Given a design of a language, er 
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where the tj are all desig steps, the following holds. For an;’ _“y in expanded , which 
is the partially evaluated meaning of some term in L,, there is a term, x, in L, such 
that the meaning of x is eY. 
* ;;, find an x for n = 2. Then we will iscuss the case 
of na2. 
konm L, by one of the design rules: 
he rule was re 
“M” applications. If the rule was one of n L2 contains L,, 
SO ey will automatically be an L2 term, after trivia of eY to remove the 
applications of “M “. If the rule was ren 
altering all currences of the renamed operation in eY to the renamed form, and 
removing t applications of “M”. If the rule was s then x can be obtained 
from eY in the following way. If e,, is of the form h var.E. then apply e),, to any term 
in the companion language to L2. This will reduce to a term in ML, which can then 
be kvially rewritten as an L2 term by removing all applications of “ M”, and all 
occurrences of the term from the companion language. If e,, is not of the form 
A var. E, then it is directly an L2 by rewriting to remove application of “M”. If the 
rule was state then the L1 term has the outermost structure, “ M[ op,]- 
(a+, M[opJ(cu,), a$‘, where opl is a “ BComm”, and op2 is a “Comm”, in the 
terminology of Section 6, cyl and a3 do not contain any “Comm” terms, and a2 
may or may not contain “Comm” terms. Begin to construct x starting at the end. 
The lasi coiistruct in it will be “op,(p 1, p3)“, where each pi is the usual rewriting 
of a+ to remove the application of M. Now continue to analyze the subterm of the 
original L, term “M[ op2]( cy2)“. This will have the outermost structure “M[op,]- 
(-3, MbP3lb4, %)“, where op2 and op3 are both “Comm”, in the terminology of 
Section 6, cy4 and +, do not contain any “Comm” terms, and cy5 may or may not 
contain “Comm” terms. Continue to construct the L2 term, by prefixing to the 
current term, “Op2(p4, &)“, where p4 and & are the rewritings of ayl? and age 
Continue to analyze the L, term in this recursive fashion until all subterms have 
been analyzed, and x is obtained. 
rder to prove the claim for general n, we begin with the observation that if 
ne of the transformations, t2, t3, . . . , t,, are remove, we can proceed by simply 
mposing” inverses. That is, starting with an L, expression we can construct an 
Lz expression; from the L2 expression we can construct an L3 expression, and so 
on, all in an identical fashion to the technique described for invertir.,r L, in L2 above. 
If any of & t3, . . . , t,, is 9 however, this straightfor\<rrro” composition will 
not work, but the difficulty is easily overcome. It might happen that in some step 
i, before j 8 polyadic or derived operation was added, but that in the inverse 
translation of a term the polyadic or derived operation was not used. In the J’th 
adic or derived operation is based is then 
ined for a patter 
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term replaces the previous one for step i, and the process of inverting begins again 
from step i. This process, while not very efficient, will, of course, terminate, since 
there will only be finitely many instances of y and re ve in a design. This 
completes the proof of the claim. Cl 
As an example of the case described in the last part of the proof, consider the 
original set language of Section 4.1, and the “polyadic a&G&’ language which was 
the result of the first design step in the example of that section. Suppose that as an 
added fourth step to the design of that example, we remove the original addint 
operation, leaving only its polyadic version. Then if we try to construct a term in 
the ultimately designed language which as the meaning of 
M[addint](M[1], M[addint]( M[2], M[addint]( [ 33, M [ empty]))) 
the technique described above will produce the term itself for all of the inverses, 
except the last. In the last, we have removed addint from the language, so in order 
to find a term with the desired meaning, we have to examine this term for the pattern 
of polyadic application, whicti it has. We then return to the term in L2, “M[addint,,]- 
( 1,2,3, empty) “, an take Inat as the new L2 term. This is then inverted to ‘.( I, 2,3f”. 
8. Summing up 
Abstract design is a system of transformations which can be applied to algebras 
to produce new algebras. In particular, it can be applied to language definitions to 
produce new definitions, and so provides a novel approach to designing and defining 
languages. Abstract design also has the benefit of being quite natural since it meshes 
seemlessly with the usual techclique of defining a language by giving a syntax and 
semantics. 
I would like to thank William Rounds for help in the earliest stages of this work. 
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various aspects of abstract design. I am grateful to Naomi iller for bringing the 
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